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What is a reference architecture?

Knowledge transition tool - capture domain and solution knowledge

• Problem domain-specific
• Solution context-specific

The ”Art of the RA” – scope the problem domain and solution detail to optimize cost/value

Uses of our RA

• More descriptive than prescriptive
• Define concepts, functions, and solution elements to enable specification and comparison of systems for acquisition
• Framework for identification and analysis of tradeoffs
• Design template annotated with expert guidance
RA Contents

Motivating use cases - define problem scope

Architecture decomposition based on grouping of related concerns into architectural modules

Mapping of current technologies onto the concerns

Demonstration of how to use the RA to create big data system architectures
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Lessons Learned

Use the RA to define several system architectures
  • Do this while you are developing the RA - validates content and usability

Ask “what is different about big data?”
  • Heuristic to keep you from filling the RA with general software knowledge

Provide mapping to specific products/technologies
  • Cut through hype, show where products fit into overall solution and limits of the contribution of each product
  • Separate section to allow easy periodic updates